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A red kite, flying in the sky, got stuck in a tree.
A brown sparrow flew up and screamed, ‘Chirp! Chirp! Who is this new bird?’
A black crow sat on a branch and said, ‘Caw! Caw! Who is this new bird?’
A green parrot flapped its wing and sang, ‘Squawk! Squawk! Who is this new bird?’
A grey pigeon danced on a branch and asked ‘Coo roo! C’too-coo! Who is this new bird?’
A blue-tailed magpie waved its long blue tail and said, ‘Queg! Queg! Queg! Who is this new bird?’
A yellow goldfinch jumped up and down and cheeped, ‘Squeek! Squeek! Who is this new bird?’
A white heron raised one of its legs and said, ‘Roh! Roh! Who is this new bird?’
A colorful pheasant opened its wings and said, ‘Croow! Croow! Who is this new bird?’
The wind began to blow, and the kite drifted down to the ground. A boy came running to the kite, and he flew it up into the sky.
The birds flew into the sky and became friends with the red kite. And together they soared up into the sky.
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